ABSTRACT Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is a classical data analysis tool for clustering tasks. It usually considers the squared loss to measure the reconstruction error, thus it is sensitive to the presence of outliers. Looking into the literature, most of the existing robust NMF models focus on statistics-based robust estimators with known distribution assumptions. Besides those estimators, whether can we seek another function without the distribution assumption to boost the robustness of NMF? To solve the problem, we propose a robust NMF termed as tanhNMF for short, which rethinks the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function as a robust loss to evaluate the reconstruction error. Moreover, to capture geometric structure within the data, we devise a locality constraint to regularize tanhNMF to model data locality. Owing to the non-convex tanh function, it is non-trivial to optimize tanhNMF. Following the paradigm of the half-quadratic algorithm, we easily solve an adaptive weighted NMF instead of original tanhNMF. The experiments of face clustering on four popular facial datasets with/without corruptions show that the proposed method achieves the satisfactory performance against several representative baselines including NMF and its robust counterparts. This also implies that the proposed tanh function could serve as an alternative robust loss for NMF.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF [1] , [2] ) is a classical method of analyzing high-dimensional non-negative data with intuitively physical interpretation and has a wide range of various applications, such as pattern recognition [3] , [4] , medical analysis [5] , [6] , document clustering [7] , [8] and the like.
NMF is in efforts to factorize a high-dimensional nonnegative data matrix into the product of two low-dimensional low-rank matrices. Generally, among such two matrices, the one is termed as the basis matrix which acts as the cluster centers, while the other serves as the coefficient matrix, used to store the low-dimensional representation of original data. As stated in [9] , NMF with squared loss function is equivalent
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to a relaxed K -means and has the potential clustering ability. Thus, it is not surprised that NMF has been broadly applied for clustering tasks such as face clustering. In clustering tasks, there are inevitably unknown corrupted values in real-world data, which could significantly degrade the performance, because NMF utilizes the squared loss function, which is fragile to the presence of outliers.
To address this issue, several robust NMF variants [10] - [16] have devoted some statistics-based robust estimators to remove the side effect of the noises or outliers. Intrinsically, the idea behind such methods is to replace the squared loss by another robust estimator that is insensitive to the presence of outliers. For instance, Kong et al. [14] proposed L21NMF to improve the robustness of NMF through a L 2,1 loss, which assumes that the noises follows the Laplace distribution. Besides, Du et al. [15] explored a robust NMF method (CIMNMF) based on the correntropy induced metric [17] , which employs a Gaussian kernel, and utilizes an iterative algorithm based on the half-quadratic minimization technique to optimize a non-convex loss function. Later, Liutkus et al. [18] investigated a Cauchy NMF method (CauchyNMF) which considers an isotropic Cauchy distribution to evaluate the reconstruction error, which is optimal in a maximum likelihood sense. Such efforts mentioned previously are based on statistics-based robust estimators with some known distribution assumptions. They consider the noise obeying known distributions, such as Laplacian distribution, Cauchy distribution, Gaussian distribution, and so on. In a different way, we aim to find a non-statisticsbased function, which does not impose strict limits over noise distribution, that can serve as an alternative supplement to existing statistics-based robust NMF.
In this paper, we propose a new parameterized hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function to induce a robust alternative NMF (tanhNMF). By carefully analyzing the properties of our tanh, we find that tanh is competent to reducing the side effects of large outliers on the overall reconstruction error. Due to the non-convex property of the objective, it is non-trivial to optimized tanhNMF directly. Fortunately, tanh meets the half-quadratic minimization algorithm paradigm, thereby transforming the original objective into an adaptive weighted NMF. To preserve geometric structure within the data, we design a variant of locality constraint for tanhNMF in efforts to model data locality, which have proven beneficial for face clustering [19] , [20] . In the end, we conduct face clustering experiments on four popular facial datasets with/without the corruption settings to analyze the robustness and efficacy of tanhNMF.
Altogether, there are several main contributions as below:
1) We propose a parameterized hyperbolic tangent function named tanh, to evaluate the reconstruction error of NMF (tanhNMF) with the robustness to the presence of outliers. 2) A new locality constraint term is devised for tanhNMF to model data locality, which preserve the local relationship between data points and further enhances clustering performance. 3) We easily solve tanhNMF in the frame of halfquadratic minimization algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we review on the most related work including NMF, robust NMF and half-quadratic algorithm. In section III, we detail the proposed variant of robust NMF (tanhNMF) and the corresponding optimization algorithm. Section IV describes the experiments, and Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK A. STANDARD NMF
Given the non-negative input data matrix X = [x 1 , · · · , x n ], where x i ∈ R m×1 denotes a sample for i = 1, · · · , n. The standard NMF aims to find two non-negative low-rank matrices W ∈ R m×k and H ∈ R k×n to approximately reconstruct the raw data matrix, i.e.,
In Eq. (1), W is usually regarded as the basis matrix composed of the cluster centers, while H is the low-dimensional representation of original data X , called the coefficient matrix. In general, k < min (m, n). Lee and Seung [1] used the Euclidean distance to measure the quality of the reconstruction. The standard NMF can be formulated as minimizing the following sum of the reconstruction error:
where the reconstruction error
Lee and Seung solved the optimization problem Eq. (2) by the multiplicative update rules (MUR, [2] ). More details about NMF can be found in [21] . Assume original data are additively corrupted by an unknown corruption matrix ε, we can derive the following objective function of NMF with corruptions:
From Eq. (3), we can know that if the corruption matrix has small values close to 0, it has little impact on the loss function, while large corruption values will have heavy impact and even dominate the objective function. Thus, NMF is sensitive to the large outliers. How to enhance the robustness of NMF is just the focus of this paper.
B. ROBUST NMF
As discussed above, standard NMF is sensitive to the outliers. To defeat this deficiency, many robust NMF methods [10] - [16] are proposed to inhibit the side effect of the outliers to the overall objective function. Thus, robust NMF aims at seeking a function to substitute the squared error of standard NMF as follows:
where (·) is a loss function that is less sensitive to the outliers, and R (W , H ) represents regular constraints like Tikhonov regularization [22] that prevents model overfitting. Most existing robust NMF methods are based on statisticsbased robust estimators such as L 2,1 -norm [14] , Cauchy distribution function [18] , etc.
L21NMF [14] regarded L 2,1 -norm as the loss to measure the reconstruction error. In essence, L21NMF assumes that the fitting error follows Laplacian distribution, and the corresponding formulation is:
where · 2,1 denotes the L 2,1 -norm [23] . Given a matrix A, L 2,1 -norm of A is defined as:
where a i is the i-th column of A. In addition, Liutkus et al. [18] gave out a probabilistic interpretation of NMF that the cost function is considered as a negative log-likelihood in an isotropic Cauchy distribution [24] . Cauchy distribution is a special case of α-stable distribution [12] , [25] , when α = 1. The objective function of Cauchy NMF can be written as follows:
CauchyNMF [18] is demonstrated to be more robust to noise than KL-NMF [26] and IS-NMF [27] . CIMNMF [15] substituted the squared loss of NMF by the so-called Correntropy Induced Metric (CIM [17] ) to perform robust data factorization. Then, CIMNMF has the following definition:
where g (e, σ ) =
exp − e 2 2σ 2 is considered as the Gaussian kernel. Different from previous counterparts, the correntropy [17] used in NMF has obtained robust analysis in information-theoretic learning and can effectively handle non-Gaussian noises and large outliers.
C. HALF-QUADRATIC (HQ) MINIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Since our model is solved in the frame of half-quadratic algorithm, we review it here. Half-quadratic minimization optimization algorithm can solve nonlinear models by introducing auxiliary variables. Geman and Reynolds in 1992 [28] originally presented the half-quadratic minimization in the multiplicative form to perform image reconstruction with non-convex regularization problem. By introducing an auxiliary variable, it reformulates a nonquadratic loss function as an augmented objective function in an enlarged parameter space. Minimizing the half-quadratic objective function can be realized easily though an iterative block-relaxation procedure.
Based on the conjugate function [29] and half-quadratic optimization algorithm [30] , from Eq. (4), for a fixed E ij , we can get:
where the ϕ P ij is the conjugate function of E ij and P ij is the corresponding nonnegative auxiliary variable. The value of P ij only depend on E ij . According to half-quadratic minimization [31] , Q (·, ·) : R → R is the half-quadratic function which can be modeled in different form including additive [32] and multiplicative forms [28] . In this paper, we consider the multiplicative form of half-quadratic algorithm to solve our model. The corresponding multiplicative form is:
Hence, the optimization problem in Eq. (4) can be equivalent to an augmented objective function:
Then, we can solve Eq. (11) by alternately updating the following procedures:
1) Fix E, we can get:
in which δ is a function only depend on the function . 2) Fix P ij , we have:
The multiplicative form of half-quadratic algorithm repeats Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) until convergence. Obviously, the halfquadratic algorithm provides a novel paradigm for solving non-convex optimization problem [33] .
III. ROBUST NMF BASED ON HYPERBOLIC TANGENT FUNCTION
As one knows, robust variants of NMF have been proposed in efforts to enhance the robustness of NMF. Different from such robust NMF methods, which mostly follows some known distributions, this section instead considers to seek an alternative function without distribution assumptions to achieve the same goal. This topic is still unexplored fully, and thus we attempt to take a tiny step in this regard.
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In an ideal case, the observed data are clean or just with slight noises. In this case, standard NMF can work well. In practice, however, the data are often corrupted by, besides tiny noises, gross corruptions, which may make NMF induce unreasonable results. Hence, some steps should be taken for alleviating the side effect of such corruptions.
As mentioned previously, several robust variants [14] , [15] , [17] , [18] of NMF have been proposed to address this issue. Such robust methods treat the distribution function as the metric to model specific noises by compressing large error values. Recall that the l 0 loss is ideal to remove outliers, but is hard to optimize. Thus, such metrics appears approximated VOLUME 7, 2019 to the l 0 loss with slight modifications. But these existing robust NMF methods can capture specific noises via the corresponding distribution assumptions. Beyond the assumption, it becomes an open problem, and we consider to seek an alternative metric function without distribution assumptions to achieve the same goal. That is, a new metric function should meet two demands: 1) the function behaves like the l 0 loss and its functionality; 2) the corresponding model can be solved by half-quadratic minimization algorithm. For such requirements, the hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) should be a proper candidate with slight modifications.
In what follows, we propose a novel robust objective function to restrict the outliers for NMF, termed as tanhNMF. Then, half-quadratic minimization algorithm provides a paradigm to optimize tanhNMF by solving a subconvex weighted NMF. Furthermore, we devise a regularized term to enhance the ability to model data structure, called tanhNMF + .
B. tanhNMF
Recalling the activation functions in deep learning, the hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) is an interesting nonlinear and non-convex function, which has the value range [−1, 1]. Its concrete function form is:
Obviously, the original form is improper for our purpose because a loss function usually produces a non-negative value. This requires us to rethink tanh as a parameterized square hyperbolic tangent function as below:
where α is a positive parameter that controls the 'steepness' of the function. As shown in Fig. 1 , the larger α is, the steeper the new hyperbolic function becomes. For convenience, we still call the function Eq. (15) as tanh as well. Obviously, the objective Eq. (15) also meets the following conditions:
Besides, different from Eq. (14), the function Eq. (15) maps any a number into the non-negative range, i.e., [0, 1] . From  Fig. 1 , Eq. (15) can compress large values to approach to 1, and the shape of the curves behaves like the l 0 loss. This property has been used in [34] for low-rank recovery. From the perspective of the robustness, this behavior is analogue to existing robust estimators, which inhibits the outliers far from the data distribution. Hence, the proposed tanh provides an interesting transformation in case there exist large outliers or noises within the dataset.
In Standard NMF, the reconstruction error is based on the Euclidean distance, which is well-known sensitive to the outliers. Thus, it is necessary to refresh NMF with the enhanced robustness. As discussed previously, the proposed tanh has the similar behavior to most robust estimators. Thus, it is promising to rethink the proposed tanh as a robust loss for NMF. Put such insights together, we derive a robust NMF based on the tanh, dubbed tanhNMF, as follows:
Different from the objective function in Eq. (2), which could amplify the values of the outliers, Eq. (17) would reduce a large outlier error close to 1. Hence, the outlies have a very limited influence on the overall objective function, especially for large-scale high-dimensional data.
Generally, the objective function Eq. (17) is non-convex, thus it is non-trivial to directly optimize Eq. (17) . Fortunately, we can turn it into a sub-convex weighted NMF by following the paradigm of half-quadratic algorithm. This point can be guaranteed by the following Corollary 1. 
where U is the auxiliary matrix and ψ U ij is the conjugate function of E ij . Proof: We define θ (x) = −f √ x . According to H 2 of Eq. (16), θ (x) is a continuous and differentiable convex function. The conjugate function of θ (x) is defined as:
Then, according to [33] , we define:
Because θ (x) is a convex function, we have (θ * ) * = θ by the Fenchel-Moreau theorem [35] . From Eq. (20), when τ < 0, and lim x→+∞ ϕ (τ ) = +∞. Thus, the following equation holds:
Then, we have:
In terms of [29] , we can get the expression of ϕ (τ ) as follows:
To yield the infimum [30] of Eq. (22), the auxiliary variable t can be calculated by:
This completes the proof. According to Corollary 1, the optimization problem Eq. (17) is equivalent to Eq. (18) . As stated in Section II, we can optimize Eq. (17) with respect to one variable with the other variables fixed. The following optimization procedure for tanhNMF is:
Updating U: When W and H are fixed, U is the auxiliary parameter. By using Eq. (24), the value of U ij is given as:
Updating W and H : When U is fixed, the optimization of Eq. (17) is equal to optimize a weighted NMF. See Appendix A for more derivations of the weighted NMF. The optimization process can be divided into two sub-optimization problems via multiplicative update rule (MUR [2] ), where one variable is optimized while the others are fixed.
update W : Given H , we can get the following update formulation for W :
update H : Given W , likewise, we can obtain the update rule for H :
update α : In the whole process of optimization, the value of α changes in an adaptive manner. Similar to [15] , we set the value of α to:
where ρ is a constant. In summary, the whole procedure of optimizing tanhNMF can be summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Optimization for tanhNMF

Input:
Given the nonnegative matrix X ∈ R m×n , and the number k of clusters; Output:
The basis matrix W , and the coefficient matrixH ; 1: Random initialize W ∈ R m×n , H ∈ R m×n ; 2: while not convergence do 3: Update W by Eq. (26) Just like most robust NMF methods, tanhNMF does not take into account the geometrical structure within the data. Recent progress has made towards this goal by integrating manifold regularization [25] , [36] , [37] and locally coordinate constraints [19] , [20] , [38] in NMF. This has proven the efficacy of data locality. Inspired by this regard in image classification [39] - [41] , we consider a simple variant of locality constraint [42] into tanhNMF for clustering task. In contrast with [42] , the pair-wise dissimilarity in our model is updated in an adaptive manner. This could induce the relatively reasonable solution because the basis is always updated at each iteration. Usually, the locality constraint assumes such data points lie on a nonlinear manifold, but it is not line with the locally linear relationship between data points. Thus, the dissimilarity matrix should be based on the nonlinear function such as exponential function. Given X and W , the pair-wise dissimilarity matrix D can be defined as:
where distance X i , W j is a distance metric. In experiments, we use classical Euclidean distance. According to Eq. (29), the smaller D ij is, the more impossible it is that X i belongs to the clustering center W j . By incorporating Eq. (29) into Eq. (18), we derive the enhanced tanhNMF model (tanhNMF + ) which attempts to VOLUME 7, 2019 solve the following optimizing problem:
where β and γ are two regularized parameters. The second constraint of Eq. (30) is to avoid the trivial solution of H , while the third term H D indicates that the coefficient matrix is proportional to the similarity between the cluster centers and the samples by themselves. This implies that the coefficient matrix implicitly selects the most possible cluster center for each sample.
Analogue to the optimization procedure of Algorithm 1, we solve Eq. (30) as a weighted NMF. Among them, we need to solve the updating rules for both W and H , which are different from Eq. (26) and Eq. (27) . The derivations of C (U , W , H ) over W and H , respectively, can be found in Appendix B. Thus, we obtain the following updating rules for W and H , respectively: update W : Given H , we can get an update rule for W :
update H : Given W , we can get an update formulation for H :
In summary, the overall optimization process for optimizing Eq. (30) can be depicted in Algorithm 2.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct clustering experiments on four facial datasets including Yale, YaleB, UMIST and PIE datasets with/without pixel corruptions, and further compare the performance of the proposed methods with K -means [43] , NMF [1] , L21NMF [14] , CIMNMF [15] and CauchyNMF [18] . Since the well-behaved baseline methods involve no parameters, we need not care for their parameter settings. For tanhNMF, we set ρ = 1 for all the datasets, while we list the concrete parameter settings for tanhNMF + in Table 1 .
To make fair comparisons, we set our experiments as follows: 1) For each dataset, we evaluate the performance with different numbers of clusters varying from 2 to the maximum number of classes. For a fixed cluster number k, we randomly choose k categories from the dataset and then collect all the images of these k categories as the data matrix X for clustering. Repeat this process 10 times for each fixed cluster number. 2) Both the basis and coefficient matrices of all the compared methods are randomly initialized. After yielding the coefficient matrix, K -means is operated on the learned coefficient matrix to generate the ultimate clustering results. To remove randomness, we also conduct the process ten times again, with randomly initializing the basis and coefficient matrices. 3) We calculate average clustering accuracy (ACC) and normalized mutual information (NMI) as the clustering performance evaluation metrics by using the predicted cluster identities and the ground truth.
A. DATASETS
Four popular facial datasets are used here. Table 2 reviews the introduction of four datasets. The more descriptions are detailed later. All the face images are manually aligned and cropped. All the images (except UMIST) are cropped as the consistent size 32×32, and then they are stretched as a 1,024-dimensional long vector.
1) YALE DATASET
The Yale dataset [44] contains 165 grayscale images in GIF format from 15 individuals. There are eleven images per person, and such images come from different facial expressions or configurations including happy, normal, sad, sleepy, surprised, wink, center-light, left-light, right-light, and with or without glasses.
2) YaleB DATASET
The YaleB [45] dataset contains 5,760 images of 10 subjects, each subject seen under 576 viewing conditions, i.e., 9 poses×64 illumination conditions. For every subject in a specific pose, an image with ambient (background) illumination was also captured. For each class, images for each person are normalized to size 32×32. Following [46] , in this experiment, we choose the frontal pose and use all the images under different illumination, thus we get 64 images each person.
3) UMIST FACE DATASET
The UMIST Face Database [47] consists of 564 images of 20 people. These images cover a range of poses from profile to frontal views. In this experiment, each image was resized to a 40×40 pixel array and reshaped to a 1600-dimensional long vector. In this experiment, a subset of 300 images composed of 15 images per subject on the left profile is used here.
4) CMU POSE, ILLUMINATION, AND EXPRESSION (PIE) DATASET
The CMU PIE face database [48] contains 68 individuals with 41,368 face images as a whole. The face images were captured by 13 synchronized cameras and 21 flashes, under varying pose, illumination, and expression. Following [45] , we use a subset of PIE, which contains 10 classes. We choose the five near frontal poses (C05, C07, C09, C27, C29), and utilize all the images under different illuminations, lighting and expressions which almost leaves us 170 frontal face images for each person.
B. EVALUATE METRICS
To evaluate the performance of the compared methods, we consider the following two frequently-used metrics, i.e., clustering accuracy (ACC) and normalized mutual information (NMI).
1) CLUSTERING ACCURACY (ACC)
The clustering accuracy is to compare the one-to-one relationship between the predicted cluster identity and the ground truth class of each sample. Particularly, both r i and g i are the clustering results and ground truth of a sample X i respectively. Let n be the total number of samples, the definition of ACC is:
where:
and map (·) is a permutation mapping function that maps a clustering label to its equivalent real label. The best mapping can be found by using the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [49] . The higher ACC, the better clustering performance.
2) NORMALIZED MUTUAL INFORMATION (NMI)
NMI is used to calculate the degree of the coincidence between two data distributions. Therefore, NMI is often used to measure the quality of clustering. Let C and C be the set of clusters from the ground truth and obtained from a clustering method. The NMI between them can be defined as follows:
where p (c i ) and p c i are probabilities that a data point arbitrarily selected from the data set belongs to the cluster c i and c i , respectively. and p c i , c j is the joint probability that the arbitrarily selected data point belongs to the cluster c i as well as c i at the same time.
In our experiments, we use the normalized mutual information as follows:
where H (C) and H C are the entropies of C and C , respectively. NMI ranges from 0 to 1. Similarly, the lager NMI, the better clustering performance. If the two sets of clusters are identical, NMI = 1; when the two sets of clusters are independent, NMI = 0.
C. FACE CLUSTERING
To remove the randomization influence, we repeat individual experiment ten times. For each independent experiment, randomly initializing all the variables as well as selecting different classes of the given number are done ten times as well. Then, the average results have the statistical significance. Thus, we treat the average results of clustering ACC and NMI as the ultimate clustering results to evaluate the compared methods. Figs. 2-5 show the average clustering ACC and NMI of the compared methods on four datasets. Among them, #classnum represents the number of clusters. By resultant comparisons, we find that: 1) Standard NMF is always inferior to robust variants, such as CIMNMF and L21NMF in the figures. In real life, the outliers in these datasets are unknown. Since these methods utilize robust loss functions to reduce the side effect of the outliers, the results are reasonable and expected, to some degree. Meanwhile, the results of robust NMF methods indicate that different robust loss functions could have the promising potential to promote NMF in terms of different aspects like known noise distributions. 2) In fact, except Yale dataset, our method is slightly inferior to the other robust variants of NMF when the numbers of clusters are small. We think this could be because for a small cluster number the tanh could capture little information, for the sake of insufficient samples, thus the weight matrix could not be optimal for clustering. As one knows, the larger the standard deviation of accuracy, the worse the stability of the algorithm performance. Figs. 2-5 show that the compared methods have competitive stability. Altogether, the performance of both tanhNMF (17) and tanhNMF + (30) is superior to several baselines, especially when the numbers of clusters are large. This also shows the efficacy of our methods.
D. ROBUST ANALYSIS
Previous subsections merely discuss clustering results on the dataset without manual corruptions. To further evaluate the robustness of our method, we carry out robust analysis about experimental results on the datasets corrupted by the manual outliers. The corruption data are generated in the following ways: for all the datasets, we randomly choose different percentages (10%-50%) of images and partially corrupt them at some key facial features, according to [40] , such as the mouths. Unlike [40] , we conduct pixel perturbation and key part occlusion simultaneously instead of key part occlusion since our setting is more complex. Fig. 6 illustrates several exemplar images with corruptions from Yale dataset. The parameter settings on all datasets are shown in Table 1 . The best results are highlighted in bold font. Tables 3-8 record the average clustering ACC and NMI results of the compared methods versus different η percentages of images, where η are the ratios of the corrupted sample to the whole samples. As the results show, the proposed methods including tanhNMF and tanhNMF + achieve satisfactory results against the other compared methods in the tables. We can observe several facts from the tables as below: 1) As the proportion of the corrupted samples rises, our methods remain relative stable as compared to the other methods such as CauchyNMF on UMIST dataset. Besides, our methods achieve the higher ACC and NMI than the other baselines on the compared datasets. In the other words, the methods we VOLUME 7, 2019 propose is relatively more robust than the compared counterparts. 2) As η increases, our methods can keep relatively slow reduction in terms of average ACC and MI as compared to the listed baselines. This indicates that our tanhNMF methods are less sensitive to the outliers, thus are robust.
3) The performance of tanhNMF + is sometimes slightly lower than that of tanhNMF. We think a possible reason is that the regularized term of tanhNMF + is not robust, thereby leading to slight performance degradation.
To intuitively see the efficacy of our tanhNMF and tanhNMF + , we display the images reconstructed by the compared methods. We take Yale dataset as an example, where we set η = 10%. Fig. 6 plots the original clean images and corrupted images. Fig. 7 shows the images reconstructed by the compared methods. It is obvious to see that our methods clearly remove the pixel corruptions on the specific mouths. This could be the reason why our methods achieve satisfactory clustering performance. Fig. 8 also shows the weight matrices learned by tanhNMF and tanhNMF + , respectively. In the figure, the larger the value, the lighter the color. Thus, we can understand that small values of the generated weight matrices correspond to big corruptions, and this tries to restore the normal pixel values.
E. STATISTIC ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss statistic differences between the methods used in experiments on corrupted data sets. We performed t-test [50] experiments on the three corrupted datasets.
Assuming u i and v i respectively denote the error rate of two methods on a dataset, and d i = u i − v i . In testing, the null hypothesis is that the population mean is equal to a specified value µ 0 . Then we can obtain the statistic t:
whered and s d represent the mean and standard deviation of the differences of n paired error rates, respectively. Once the value t is determined, with the use of the degrees of freedom n − 1, a p-value can be found from a table of values of Student's t-distribution [51] . If the p-value is below the statistical significance threshold (α = 0.05 frequently used), then the null hypothesis is rejected that the compared methods are considered to be statistically identical error rate with 95% confidence. From Table 9 , we can observe that tanhNMF + is superior to the baseline methods including CIMNMF, CauchyNMF, K -means, L21NMF, NMF and tanhNMF. But on UMIST dataset, the p-value between tanhNMF and tanhNMF + is over 0.05, and thus they are thought to be statistically identical. We guess that since the face images of UMIST dataset varies in different facial directions, it is not easy for the regularized term to capture more structure information.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an alternative robust NMF method called tanhNMF, which is based on a parametric hyperbolic tangent function (tanh). Benefitting from its property of the insensitivity to large outliers, tanhNMF can deal with the corrupted data potentially. Besides, it can model data locality through a simple yet effective locality constraint. Following the half-quadratic algorithm paradigm, tanhNMF can be efficiently optimized in an adaptive weighted manner. Experimental results of clustering on four popular datasets show the efficacy and robustness of tanhNMF against several well-behaved baselines, in terms of clustering ACC and NMI. VOLUME 7, 2019 
APPENDIX A DERIVATIVES OF WEIGHTED NMF
The weighted NMF assigns a non-negative weight on each squared error entry of standard NMF. It can be formulated as:
where U is the non-negative weight matrix that denotes the importance of the reconstruction errors. Just like NMF, we utilize the MUR to optimize Eq. (38) . Before that, we need to solve the derivatives of Eq. (38) over W and H , respectively.
where δ ia is an indicator function if i = a, δ ia is 1 and otherwise 0. The above equation leads to the following update rule:
where the symbol ' ' represents Hadamard product that is the element-wise multiplication of two matrices of the same size. 
∂L
The gradient of C (U , W , H ) about H : 
